GRUNDFOS CASE STORY

Robust, reliable, efficient –
NOVAlobe proves its worth
PART
OF
UNITED
BISCUITS,
MCVITIE’S
IS
A
LONG-ESTABLISHED PLAYER IN THE MARKET AND
MANUFACTURES A WIDE RANGE OF MUCH-LOVED BISCUIT
AND CAKE PRODUCTS.
IN AN ATTEMPT TO REDUCE THE IMPACT THAT ITS
OPERATIONS HAVE ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND MOVE
TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY, MCVITIE’S IS CONSTANTLY
ON THE LOOKOUT FOR NEW AND IMPROVED PRODUCTION
PROCESSES. HOWEVER, WHEN GRUNDFOS PRESENTED
MCVITIE’S WITH THE NOVALOBE, THE COMPANY WAS
A BIT HESITANT, AS THEY ONLY KNEW GRUNDFOS AS
A SUPPLIER OF TOP QUALITY PUMPS FOR CENTRAL
HEATING AND SERVICES.
ON A TRIAL BASIS THE PRODUCTION SITES IN GLASGOW
AND CARLISLE AGREED TO TEST THE GRUNDFOS
NOVALOBE. AND SINCE THEN, MCVITIE’S HAVE STOPPED
LOOKING FOR BETTER ALTERNATIVES.
THE SITUATION

TOPIC:

Grundfos
NOVALobe
is
designed
to
handle
the
demanding product production
processes at McVities that
involve extremely abrasive
liquids with a very high viscosity
LOCATION:

Glasgow and Carlisle
COMPANY:

Part of United Biscuits, McVitie’s

be think innovate

McVities product production processes typically involve extremely abrasive liquids with
a very high viscosity, such as fats/oils, caramel, chocolate, glucose and cake cream.
Over the years, this had led to extensive problems with their process pumps. They were
leaking far too often, requiring extensive repair work every 6-7 weeks.
The result was costly downtime, excessive maintenance costs, and less time for other
important issues for the engineers on site.
Because McVitie’s had no experience with Grundfos pumps for the process industry,
Grundfos readily agreed to supply a NOVAlobe pump on an approval basis. McVitie’s
only needed to purchase the pump if they were completely satisfied with its performance.
THE GRUNDFOS SOLUTION
NOVAlobe is not just extremely reliable; it is also very resistant to highly abrasive liquids
with a very high viscosity. In close coop-eration with Grundfos, engineering charge hands
Andy Maitland and Brian Anderson at McVitie’s tested different versions of the NOVAlobe
and quickly found the NOVAlobe version that fit their requirements. And shortly after, the
pump was installed on a trial basis.
More than 7 months later the pump has still not had a leak. However, in case of pump
failure, the engineers at the factory have five hours to fix the pump before actual downtime
occurs. As an extra safeguard, Grundfos established a small, on site spare part stock. In
addition, all spare parts or new pumps from the nearest Grundfos service centre are just
three hours away, which virtually eliminates the risk of costly downtime.
THE OUTCOME
Today, McVitie’s has 7 NOVAlobe pumps operating in their Glasgow and Carlisle plant.
The company is very pleased with their new pump solution and according to, Andy
Maitland: “Grundfos is now an approved supplier and over the past year, we have
exclusively purchased NOVAlobe”
In addition to a reduced spare part stock, one of the greatest ben-efits of one pump
type at McVitie’s is that the engineers can get familiar with repairing and replacing parts
of one pump type only.
“The pumps are manufactured to the highest standards. The organ-isation and quality control
are absolutely superb and I have abso-lute confidence in purchasing the products“, Engineering
charge hand at McVitie’s, Brian Anderson.

